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a b s t r a c t
Surface roughness is a term used in ﬂuvial research without a unanimous deﬁnition. Clariﬁcation of the term and
improved parameterisation is needed in future research. Improvements to the collection of topographic data,
using photogrammetry, have provided accurate digital elevation models (DEMs) of ﬁeld and laboratory gravelbed patches of varied sediment size and surface structure. In this study, a moving-window process is used for
analysing spatial variability within DEMs. Using this information, and in unison, the effect of DEM size and grid
spacing are considered on an extensive range of roughness parameters, in order to provide insights for obtaining
grain-roughness statistics. It is shown that DEM size inﬂuences the calculated roughness statistics, and the observation of plateaus in statistics for DEM window sizes above 16 × D50A in both directions (where D50A is the
median grain size of the bed-surface material) suggests this as a minimum DEM size for grain-scale roughness
analysis. Further, the DEM grid spacing should be 1 mm or below, in order to adequately capture grain roughness,
as coarser resolutions failed to detect particle imbrication. Finally, variability in roughness parameters was
evident due to natural spatial variation in gravel-bed microtopography, suggesting using a single roughness
parameter is not appropriate to holistically describe the roughness of a gravel patch. As the importance of
topographic information continues to grow in geomorphology, the results of this study will assist researchers
in the collection and subsequent analysis of DEMs.
© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Calls to re-evaluate the term for roughness and improve
parameterisation in future research have been made (Lane, 2005; Rice
et al., 2014; Martinez-Agirre et al., 2016), due to the term being used
frequently, albeit with little deﬁnition (Morvan et al., 2008; Jia and Hu,
2015).
Surface roughness in ﬂuvial environments such as gravel-bed rivers
inﬂuences the dynamic interactions between ﬂow, sediment transport
and ecology (Aberle and Nikora, 2006; Hodge et al., 2009a; Baewert
et al., 2014; Curran and Waters, 2014). Previous parameterisation of
roughness included subjective estimations of coefﬁcients or the use of
roughness heights based on grain size and velocity proﬁles (Wilcock,
1996; Smart et al., 2004). However quantitative roughness parameters
are now obtained, including bed-elevation moments such as standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis determined from transects or digital
elevation models (DEMs) (Aberle and Nikora, 2006).
Research on gravel-bed rivers now gathers information collected
from ‘patch-scale’ DEMs for roughness parameterisation, although
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studies differ in data collection (e.g., the size and resolution of measurements) and analysis (e.g., detrending method and roughness parameters
used). Therefore, explicit deﬁnitions of a gravel patch and patch-scale
DEMs are still lacking; yet, it is understood the size and resolution of
measurements should allow for adequate representation of the surface
character (Hodge et al., 2009a). Roughness parameters are used as inputs
for both hydraulic and morphodynamic models, including determining
ﬂow resistance (Aberle and Smart, 2003; Tuijnder and Ribberink,
2012). Measurements of bed topography (e.g., the standard deviation
of bed elevations) are also helpful for obtaining estimates of sediment
size on the bed surface (see Pearson et al., 2017 for a review). Therefore,
accurate parameterisation of surface roughness is required to avoid error
propagation in several applications of ﬂuvial science and modelling
(Smart et al., 2002; Lane, 2005; Morvan et al., 2008).
This analytical paper aims to provide insights into patch-scale
gravel-bed DEM analysis for obtaining roughness information. A combination of laboratory and ﬁeld data are used, allowing for generalizable
results, with the application of a moving-window analytical process
and the consideration of an extensive range of roughness parameters.
Firstly, this study considers roughness spatial variability to comprehend
topographic signatures of water-worked gravel beds and their analytical requirements. Previous research considered the small-scale spatial
variability in grain size (Crowder and Diplas, 1997), with applications
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to evaluate the effect of sampling area on the accuracy of image-based
grain size measurements (Graham et al., 2010), and to explain spatial
differences in grain entrainment (Piedra et al., 2012). Recent work
presented new results on the spatial variability and scaling of surface
structure (i.e., topography) in gravel-bed rivers, allowing for the isolation of roughness scales from DEMs (Bertin et al., 2017). This paper
continues on this emerging avenue of research, with a wider selection
of roughness parameters assessed. Secondly, using information on
roughness spatial variability, this paper assesses the combined effect
of DEM size and grid spacing on output roughness parameters. This
analysis is relevant to all researchers, who want to ensure the adequate
selection of DEM size and grid spacing for their study. The current scope
of literature in relation to each of these objectives is discussed in more
detail in the background section following.
2. Background
An overview of the procedure for analytical processes considered
throughout this study is provided in Fig. 1. This visually presents the
different analytical steps investigated, including the effect of DEM size
(i.e., the spatial extent of the DEM or measured patch, Step 1) and grid
spacing (equivalent to DEM resolution, Step 3). Complete details of
the processes will be outlined in the methodology section.
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2.2. DEM grid spacing
Future research using high resolution data needs to consider the
level of detail required for the application (Smith, 2014). For example,
the grid spacing (i.e., DEM resolution) used when converting a point
cloud to a DEM (Step 3, Fig. 1) also determines the scale over which
roughness is calculated, with previous studies stating patch-scale
investigations require higher resolution and precision (Smith et al.,
2012; Smith, 2014). Studies at various scales from soil properties,
gravel surfaces and catchment landscapes, have found that changes
in measurement resolution inﬂuence the obtained roughness values
or topographic parameters and affect DEM accuracy (Zhang and
Montgomery, 1994; Smith, 2014; Trevisani and Cavalli, 2016; Grieve
et al., 2016; Bertin and Friedrich, 2014; Lane et al., 2000; Gao, 1998;
Erskine et al., 2007; Milenković et al., 2015; Barber et al., 2016). Thus
the scale of the process investigated should inﬂuence grid spacing
choice.
Studies on gravel beds have used grid spacing including 0.1 mm,
1 mm and 5 mm, regardless of sediment size on the patch (BufﬁnBélanger et al., 2006; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013; Hodge et al.,
2009a; Bertin and Friedrich, 2014; Curran and Waters, 2014). Due
to this range, it is important to investigate the effect of a resolution
below, and above, the 1 mm resolution commonly used for gravel
patches, in order to provide an indication to the optimal grid spacing
for use in grain roughness analysis.

2.1. DEM size
3. Methodology
Roughness values are dependent on a suitable DEM size, as this determines the scale over which the roughness is calculated (Florinsky
and Kuryakova, 2000; Smith, 2014). Research on grain roughness
suggests that the size of the gravel patch measured needs to be large
enough to capture a range of sediment sizes, including several large
grains (Hodge et al., 2009a). However, a more quantitative guideline
for the size of a DEM is required (Step 1, Fig. 1), as patch-scale research
has used DEM sizes ranging from 0.1 m2 to 1 m2 (Hodge et al., 2009a;
Mao et al., 2011; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013; Rice et al., 2014). Recent
literature deemed patch sizes, which equate to 21 × D50 in both directions, suitable for analysis of grain roughness changes for ﬂows below
entrainment threshold (Ockelford and Haynes, 2013). Unfortunately,
reasons behind this decision were not presented and it is not clear if
D50 refers to the bulk mixture or bed surface sediment, which is problematic when grain size varies between surface and subsurface, such
as for armoured beds.
Previously, a moving-window approach (Step 4, Fig. 1) was used to
determine the grain-size variability of a river reach (Crowder and
Diplas, 1997), and to evaluate DEM error spatial distribution for various
survey strategies and interpolation methods (Heritage et al., 2009;
Milan et al., 2011). Further, studies in different applications, including
large scale ﬂoodplain analysis, have altered the DEM size (using a
moving-window technique, with a window radius ranging from 1 m
to 1000 m), which allowed for the identiﬁcation of threshold sizes for
DEMs to produce topographic metrics (Florinsky and Kuryakova,
2000; Scown et al., 2015). These papers highlight the importance of
establishing the scale of interest in order to select a suitable DEM size.
Recent use of moving windows of different sizes on gravel patches
distinguished roughness signatures of grains and bedforms (Bertin
et al., 2017). Contrasting with grain roughness, measures of bedform
roughness did not always reach stable values with window-size
increases, suggesting that patch-scale DEMs may be limited in use to
the analysis of grain roughness (Bertin et al., 2017; Powell et al.,
2016). Just like Graham et al. (2010) using grain-size spatial variability
for examining the effect of sampling area on the accuracy of grain size
measurements, previous research suggests that knowledge on roughness spatial variability can provide guidance towards an appropriate
DEM size for analysis of surface roughness, which will be evaluated in
this study.

3.1. Gravel-bed patches and digital elevation models (DEMs)
DEMs representing the microtopography of ﬁve gravel-bed patches
from different geomorphic settings (i.e. collected from both the ﬁeld
and a laboratory ﬂume) were used for the study (Fig. 2).
Three DEMs collected in August 2014 from the Whakatiwai River,
a small gravel-bed stream located in New Zealand North Island, and
presented in Bertin and Friedrich (2016), form the ﬁeld surfaces.
Patches from three exposed and vegetation-free gravel bars (labelled
“Field 1” to “Field 3”, with numbers increasing upstream) were selected
for measurements, covering a range of sediment size and surface structure (Table 1). Each patch was selected at the bar head close to the
water edge, for both consistency in the measurements, and ensuring
the surfaces are regularly water-worked under similar hydraulic
conditions.
Two armoured gravel beds called “Lab 1” and “Lab 2” formed in
a non-recirculating tilting ﬂume with glass side-walls (19 m long,
0.45 m wide and 0.5 m deep), with a ﬂume slope set at 0.5%, are also
examined. The experimental beds were obtained from water-working
two distinct sediment mixtures. A constant ﬂow rate of 84 L/s (mean
ﬂow velocity = 0.82 m/s, shear velocity = 0.077 m/s and uniform
water depth = 0.225 m) was applied until the rate of sediment transport dropped to b1% of the initial transport rate. Both sediment mixtures
were prepared from distinct but slightly bimodal alluvial sediments
(15% sand and 85% gravel, and 9% sand and 91% gravel, respectively),
with size ranging from 0.7 to 35 mm (Table 1). The tests were performed under condition of sediment starvation (i.e., no sediment
feeding).
To allow the accurate measurement of the bed-surface topography
and grain structure with digital photogrammetry for the ﬁve patches,
a pair of Nikon D5100 cameras (16.4 Mpixel, 23.6 × 15.6 mm2 sensor
size) with Nikkor 20 mm lenses, was installed in stereo (horizontal
baseline distance between cameras between 0.25 and 0.3 m) vertically
(i.e., both cameras looking down, minimising occluded points which
cannot be seen in one or the two images) above the gravel beds.
The photogrammetric technique employed herein to obtain DEMs
from stereo photographs (i.e., two overlapping images as shown in
Step 1, Fig. 1) consists of (i) in-situ calibration, using the method of
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Fig. 1. Overview diagram of the generation of topographic data using digital photogrammetry and analytical processes discussed further, including interpolation using varying grid spacing
and a moving window technique.
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Fig. 2. Digital elevation models (DEMs) displaying the gravel-bed surfaces around the mean bed level, after ﬂat-surface detrending, by removing the combined effect of bed slope and setup
misalignment: (a) Field 1; (b) Field 2; (c) Field 3; (d) Lab 1 and (e) Lab 2. The surface forming ﬂow direction is right to left.

Zhang (2000), included in Bouguet's (2010) open-access calibration
toolbox for Matlab®, which requires several stereo photographs of
a planar chequerboard to be recorded to determine both intrinsic
(i.e., camera) and extrinsic (i.e., setup) calibration parameters;
(ii) using the calibration data to accurately rectify (mean rectiﬁcation
error b 0.5 pixel and maximum error b 1 pixel throughout the imaging
area) stereo photographs of the gravel beds to epipolar geometry,
whereby corresponding pixels between overlapping images are
ideally on a same scanline (i.e., corresponding pixels have the same
y-coordinate); (iii) scanline-based pixel-to-pixel stereo matching
using Gimel'farb's (2002) symmetric dynamic programming stereo
(SDPS) algorithm, providing both point cloud data and ortho-images
(Step 2, Fig. 1). Using the SDPS, occluded points are interpolated based
on the assumption of a continuous surface, leaving no voids. The careful
design of the measurement setup (e.g., adjusting the baseline and the
camera height to the relief of the surface) helps to minimise occlusions
(Lane et al., 2000; Bertin et al., 2015); yet determining the proportion
of occluded points is not possible. To fulﬁl analytical requirements of

regularly-spaced data (e.g., to measure bed-elevation structure functions) and to avoid bias introduced by non-uniform data when calculating the standard deviation of bed elevation σz (Hodge et al., 2009a),
point clouds were interpolated (using the triangle interpolation method
in Matlab) onto regular grids (i.e., raster DEMs as shown in Step 3, Fig. 1)
with spacing 1 mm (the reference grid spacing against which other
grids are compared, see Section 3). Each DEM underwent rigorous quality assurance testing (readers can refer to Bertin et al. (2015) and Bertin
and Friedrich (2016) where detailed evaluations of the laboratory and
the ﬁeld DEMs are presented, respectively), to ensure surface metrics
derived from the DEMs had minimum effect due to DEM errors. Outliers,
which accounted for b1% of the DEM points, were identiﬁed using the
mean elevation difference parameter by comparing each DEM point
with its direct neighbours (Hodge et al., 2009b), and replaced using
bi-cubic spline interpolation. All DEMs were ﬁnally normalised to have
a mean bed level equal to zero, and rotated to be aligned with the
surface-forming ﬂow direction. Whilst ﬂow direction identiﬁcation is
straightforward for laboratory surfaces, the ﬂow direction for ﬁeld

Table 1
Summary of the GSD information (both surface and subsurface where applicable) and DEM characteristics, for the ﬁve gravel-bed patches. The subscript ‘A’ indicates surface sediment from
the armour layer, rather than the bulk sediment. The best DEM horizontal resolution is the average pixel size on the gravel beds, which is also the average point spacing in point clouds. The
theoretical vertical error is estimated using classical photogrammetric equations and depends on camera and lens speciﬁcations (i.e., sensor size, number of pixels and focal length), as well
as setup characteristics (i.e., baseline and camera distance). True DEM accuracy (here the mean unsigned error) was estimated using a 3D-printed gravel-bed model to be 0.43 mm and
0.67 mm in the laboratory and the ﬁeld, respectively (cf. Bertin and Friedrich, 2016).

D50 (mm)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σG = D84 =D16
D50A (mm)
D90A (mm)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σGA = D84A =D16A
Patch size (mm)
(downstream × transverse)
Normalised patch size by D50A (downstream × transverse)
Best DEM horizontal resolution (mm)
Theoretical vertical error (mm)
Approximate camera distance (mm)

Field 1

Field 2

Field 3

Lab 1

Lab 2

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

8.4
3.0

9.2
2.6

18.7
27.3
1.4

47.2
104.7
2.2

19.4
47.7
2.3

18.9
27.1
1.4

18.5
28.1
1.4

600 × 500

630 × 630

500 × 500

850 × 350

850 × 350

32 × 26
0.20
0.55
825

13 × 13
0.22
0.59
860

25 × 25
0.19
0.47
765

45 × 18
0.17
0.36
675

45 × 18
0.16
0.36
670
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0.5 mm, 1 mm (the reference grid spacing), 3 mm, 10 mm, D50A
and 2 × D50A (i.e., spacing equal to the surface median grain size and
two times the surface median grain size, respectively). The decision
on the grid spacings used herein was guided by grid spacings used in
the literature (as presented in the background section), as well as to
enable investigation of a threshold grid size decoupled from sediment
size (here D50A, as this is the property most commonly reported).

data was determined by eye from observations of channel shape and
grain imbrication (Laronne and Carson, 1976; Millane et al., 2006;
Bertin and Friedrich, 2016). Finally, using a least-squares ﬁt, ﬂatsurface detrending was undertaken to remove the inﬂuence of both
the bed slope and experimental setup misalignments from the DEMs
(e.g., Aberle and Nikora, 2006; Bertin and Friedrich, 2016).
As shown in Table 1, camera height could not be set constant
throughout both the ﬁeld and the laboratory applications. The DEM
characteristics therefore varied slightly between applications, although
DEM resolution and vertical error remained small compared to sediment size (cf. Table 1), a precondition for grain roughness characterisation (Hodge et al., 2009b). One can note that the laboratory DEMs have
larger coverage, yet smaller pixel size and theoretical vertical error. This
is because the laboratory DEMs were obtained by merging three smaller
overlapping DEMs, allowing shorter camera distance. We note that
other measurement techniques such as laser scanning (Hodge et al.,
2009a, 2009b; Aberle and Nikora, 2006) have been used by others to
produce gravel-bed DEMs similar to the ones used in this study.

3.4. Surface metrics and the moving-window analysis
To quantify the character and surface variability of the ﬁve patches,
six surface metrics (see Table 2) were calculated for each DEM within
moving windows of different sizes. In reporting the experiments,
the term DEM size is used to refer to two things, which is worthy of
clariﬁcation: (i) DEM size refers to the size of the gravel patch measured,
which is a ‘constant’ for each patch and is presented in Table 1; (ii) DEM
size is then altered using moving windows, and we use our measurements of roughness spatial variability for different window sizes to
identify a minimum DEM size for roughness analysis. The maximum
window size testing is therefore less than the patch size.
Square windows were used (in comparison to circular windows
as in Scown et al., 2015), since recorded DEMs are more often square
(or rectangular) in shape. The effect of the measurement orientation
(in the case of rectangular DEMs) was also examined. For this, the
initially square windows were halved either horizontally or vertically
to form rectangular windows with their long axis aligned either parallel
or perpendicular to the ﬂow direction. To facilitate observations
from the graphs and to allow comparison between the ﬁve patches
studied, window size in both directions was normalised by D50A
(i.e., calculations were made within windows with an area proportional
to the area covered by the surface D50A determined over the whole
DEM). Surface metrics were obtained for each window of the designated size, whilst windows are moved across the whole surface of
the DEM (Step 4, Fig. 1), with the number of windows ﬁtting into the
DEM ranging from N2000 (at small window sizes) to b50 (at larger
window sizes). An overlap between moving windows of 95% of the
window size was used, except for calculating structure functions, for
which a 25% overlap was used due to the very large computational
demand (still, a typical run time was 24 h per DEM). Sensitivity analysis
of the effect of changing the overlap size to 25% showed no adverse
effect interpreting the ﬁndings. However, a 95% overlap was preferred
when possible due to reﬁned visual presentations of the results across
window sizes (i.e., smoother graphical lines).
The commonly used surface metrics calculated from bed-elevations
used in this study are presented in Table 2. Bed-elevation distribution
moments contained in probability distribution functions (PDFs) include

3.2. Grain-size distributions (GSDs)
To complement topographic information derived from DEMs and to
allow comparison with sediment size, the bed-surface composition
based on the sediment grains' intermediate axis was determined for
each gravel patch using a single vertical photograph (number of
detected grains N400) and the image-analysis tool Basegrain®. The latter allows for automatic grain separation in digital images of gravel beds
and applies the Fehr's (1987) line-sampling method for results' analysis
(Detert and Weitbrecht, 2012). Independent measurements were
obtained by measuring surface sediment along lines with a digital
calliper (with results presented in Stähly et al. (2017)), which allowed
us to calibrate the results obtained with Basegrain.
In addition to surface composition determined with Basegrain, the
experimental sediment mixtures used in the laboratory were sieved to
determine the sediment grading curves (Table 1), particle shape and
speciﬁc gravity. To distinguish GSDs of the bed surface from those of
the bulk mixtures, percentiles derived from GSDs were indexed with
“A” to represent characteristics of the armoured surface.
3.3. Grid spacing and the effect of DEM horizontal resolution
To quantify the effect of DEM resolution or grid spacing on the
roughness information derived, point clouds of the ﬁve patches were
transformed into DEMs of varying resolution by interpolating the raw
elevation data (using triangle interpolation in Matlab) from point
clouds on regular grids (Step 3, Fig. 1) with spacing: 0.35 mm,

Table 2
Surface metrics calculated from gravel-bed elevations used in this study.
Parameter
Standard deviation (σz)
Skewness (SK)
Kurtosis (Ku)
Structure function (DG2)
Inclination index (I0)

Formula

Equation
0

σz2 ¼

N
1X

N

0

0

N
X

0

Ku ¼

ðZ i −hZ i iÞ2

i¼1

1

Sk ¼

N σz
"
1
3

0

N
X

0

N σZ4

nþ −n−
Ns

(2)

ðZ i −hZ i iÞ3

i¼1

#
ðZ i −hZ i iÞ4 −3

(3)

i¼1

DG2 ðΔx; ΔyÞ ¼
I0 ¼

(1)

N
−n M−m
X
X
1
fjzðxi þ nδx; y j þ mδyÞ−zðxi ; y j Þjg2
ðN−nÞðM−mÞ i¼0 j¼0

(4)
(5)

z represents the bed elevation at location (x,y) in a DEM, N′ is the total number of DEM points and ⟨ ⟩ represents the mean value. Δx = nδx and Δy = mδy; δx
and δy are the sampling intervals (i.e., DEM resolution) in the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively; n = 1,2,3, …N and m = 1,2,3, …M. N and M
are the number of DEM points in the same two directions. n+ and n− are the number of positive and negative slopes between successive DEM points,
respectively, and Ns is the total number of slopes.
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σz, SK and Ku and are classic descriptors of bed roughness used in a
number of studies at scales ranging from grain size to channel shape
(e.g., Aberle and Nikora, 2006; Scown et al., 2015). Surface variability
about the mean elevation within an area is indicated by σz (Eq. (1))
and represents a characteristic vertical roughness scale of the bed
surface, which can be used as a grain-roughness parameter in ﬂow
resistance equations (Aberle and Smart, 2003; Noss and Lorke, 2016).
Skewness (SK, Eq. (2)) describes the degree of asymmetry of the PDF
and can be used to assess the general shape of the bed surface. In this
regard for water-worked gravel beds, a positive skewness is attributed
to ﬁner grains ﬁlling depressions and reducing the magnitudes of
surface deviations below mean bed level (Aberle and Nikora, 2006).
Kurtosis (Ku, Eq. (3)) provides a measure of the regularity or intermittency of the bed. A distribution characterised by heavy tails and a
narrow peak has a large kurtosis, with more of the variance due to infrequent extreme deviations. More uniform and compact distributions, of
frequent modestly sized deviations from the mean, are of lower kurtosis
values (Coleman et al., 2011).
Horizontal roughness lengths in both the streamwise and the crossstream direction (Lx and Ly, respectively) are scaling characteristics of
a surface and are calculated from second-order structure functions
(Eq. (4)). Structure functions, which are different from semivariograms
by a factor two, measure changes in elevation correlations at different
spatial lags and in different directions (Fig. 3). Small structure function
values represent regions characterised by similar elevations (because
of DEM points located on a same grain or bedform), while large values
identify regions on a surface that are not correlated anymore. A
gravel-bed elevation structure function has three regions: a scaling region with uniform slope at small lags, a saturation region at large lags,
where the slope is zero, with a transition region in between, where
the slope decreases (Nikora et al., 1998; Hodge et al., 2009a). As
shown in Fig. 3, the scaling region of the 1D structure function ﬁtted
with a power law, provides information about the horizontal roughness
lengths Lx and Ly, which are determined from the slope breakpoint, located at the intersection between the tangent to the scaling region
slope and the saturation level asymptote, in both x and y directions
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(Nikora et al., 1998). Hence, Lx and Ly were calculated from 1D structure
functions whereby Δx = 0 and Δy = 0, respectively. The maximum spatial lag to calculate DG2 (Eq. (4)) in both x and y directions was chosen
as half the window size in the same two directions, and Lx and Ly were
determined at the condition the saturation region was attained for all
moving windows of the same size.
The inclination index (I0) in the ﬂow direction is calculated using
Eq. (5) (Smart et al., 2004). It analyses the signs of elevation changes
between successive pairs of DEM points on transects aligned with the
ﬂow direction at a lag distance equal to the DEM resolution, where
a positive slope refers to increasing bed elevations downstream.
Slopes whose absolute value is below 0.01 were deemed not reliable
(i.e., neither positive nor negative), and were therefore not counted in
the numerator of Eq. (5) (Millane et al., 2006). A positive inclination
index reﬂects the dominance of positive slopes and thus particle
imbrication, generally maximum in the ﬂow direction, minimum in
the direction opposite to the ﬂow, and approximately zero in a direction
transverse to the ﬂow (Laronne and Carson, 1976; Millane et al., 2006).
Characterising grain imbrication is therefore relevant for determining
ﬂow direction from bed-surface analysis, but also provides insights on
bed stability and the history of the ﬂow that shaped the surface.
The surface variability for the six surface metrics was also quantiﬁed
with the coefﬁcient of variation (CV), calculated as the standard deviation of the property determined over all moving windows divided
by the mean, and expressed as a percentage. To study the effect of
measurement scale on surface variability, CV was calculated for different window sizes.

4. Results
Because the respective effects of DEM size and grid spacing on
roughness parameters cannot be presented collectively, examination
is undertaken step-by-step. Starting with the effect of DEM size, the
spatial variability of roughness parameters using moving windows
is examined. Only window size is altered during this ﬁrst part of the

Fig. 3. Typical gravel-bed elevation correlation and structure function graph for different spatial lags, used to determine horizontal roughness lengths Lx and Ly. Adapted from Smart et al.
(2002).
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analysis, while generic grid spacing is maintained (i.e., grid spacing
equal to the reference value of 1 mm).
4.1. Roughness spatial variability
Fig. 4 presents the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) for all roughness
parameters and gravel patches considered in this paper with changes
in moving-window size. As is common practice, CV was used at the
condition of positive property values only. Here, the surface metrics SK
and I0 sometimes adopt negative values when calculated over small

window sizes, whilst positive values (characteristic of a water-worked
and imbricated gravel bed) are measured for all patches at larger
window sizes. Therefore, calculation of CV for SK and I0 required adjustments in the range of window sizes, as shown. Despite this caveat,
two observations can be obtained from Fig. 4. Firstly, there are differences in the spatial variability of certain roughness parameters. Particularly evident are the higher CV values at a given window size, in both
skewness and inclination index, an indication that these two parameters vary widely spatially within a gravel patch. Across all DEMs, the
parameters which provided the lowest CV values (reaching a minimum

Fig. 4. Coefﬁcient of variation (CV) for all roughness parameters, for all datasets (Field DEMs left column, Lab DEMs occupy the right column), calculated at different moving-window sizes
normalised in both directions by D50A.

J. Groom et al. / Geomorphology 320 (2018) 98–110

of below 5%), were horizontal roughness lengths Lx and Ly, along with σz
(Fig. 4). Secondly, spatial variability for the majority of roughness
parameters declines with increases in moving-window size, until it
plateaus out. Similar to the ﬁndings of Scown et al. (2016) at the scale
of a ﬂoodplain, this observation suggests the existence of a threshold
DEM size, evaluated hereinafter, above which the surface roughness
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of the patch is characterised by the parameters and decision on the
location of the DEM within the patch is becoming less important.
For the rest of the analysis, not all roughness parameters are presented, but instead horizontal roughness lengths, σz, and I0 are chosen
to exemplify trends representative of all roughness parameters. The
selection comprises roughness parameters commonly used for gravel

Fig. 5. Coefﬁcient of variation (CV) in σz for all datasets (Field DEMs left column, Lab DEMs occupy the right column), calculated at different moving-window sizes normalised in both
directions by D50A. The number of windows generated for the maximum and minimum sizes are provided on the graphs.
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beds and as shown in Fig. 4, encompasses parameters with a wide range
of spatial variability, therefore maximising the representativeness of
the ﬁndings.
4.2. Effects of DEM size and orientation on roughness parameterisation
Fig. 5 displays the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) in σz for all ﬁve
datasets. Previously, we observed a consistent decrease in spatial variability with window size increases for all roughness parameters studied
(Fig. 4). Focusing on one parameter now enables examination of
whether a threshold DEM size represented by a plateau in variability
exists, as well as to examine the effect of patch orientation.
Fig. 5 conﬁrms a clear effect of window (hence DEM) size on the
roughness statistics, for all patches. The smaller the moving-window
size, the larger the variance in results produced across the patch.
Variance reduces and plateaus as the window size increases, between
12 and 18 × D50A across the majority of the patches. However, there
are patches showing a further decrease in variance following this
observed plateau (Fig. 5a and c). Given bedforms were not ﬁltered
from DEMs for this analysis; this observation suggests two spatial scales

of surface roughness present, namely grain and bedform roughness
(Bertin et al., 2017).
Across all patches the size of the window (hence DEM size) has a
greater control on roughness statistics than the orientation of the
window. Similarities in statistics exist regardless of the orientation
(shape) of the window, apart from Field 2 (Fig. 5b), where vertical
windows result in lower CV, and Lab 1 (Fig. 5d), where CV is higher
for vertical windows and lower for horizontal windows compared to
the use of square windows. These differences suggest surface anisotropy
in the ﬂow direction for Lab 1, whilst Field 2 is characterised by higher
variability in σz in the transverse direction.
Boxplots obtained using the moving-window analysis technique are
presented in Fig. 6, for σz, which demonstrate trends that are apparent
across roughness parameters (Fig. 4). Supplementing the analysis of
roughness spatial variability using CV (Figs. 4 and 5), boxplots enable
examination of the evolution of the median value of a roughness parameter with window size increases. For roughness statistics calculated
at small window sizes, the variability was larger than that at larger
window sizes (Fig. 6), which echoes previous observations using CV
(Figs. 4 and 5). Visually both the median values and the variability in

Fig. 6. Standard deviation of bed elevations (σz) for all datasets, (Field DEMs left column, Lab DEMs occupy the right column), calculated at different moving-window sizes normalised in
both directions by D50A. Horizontal line in the boxplot represents the median value for each DEM size and whiskers display the variability in results. Dashed lines were added to help
visualise the plateauing in σz with window size increases.
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statistics (e.g., boxplot whiskers) plateau between 14 and 18 × D50A for
all patches (Fig. 6). These plateaus were conﬁrmed statistically using
95% conﬁdence intervals and a paired t-test. The plateaus indicate
the window (hence DEM) size is adequately detecting the topographic
information under the scale of interest. Figs. 5 and 6 suggest once the
DEM size exceeds between 16 and 18 × D50A in both directions in the
ﬁeld DEMs, and smaller sizes between 14 and 16 × D50A in the laboratory, information derived from DEMs is deemed to provide a suitable
indication of the overall surface roughness with little effect due to
surface variability. Noticeably, Field 2 (Figs. 5b and 6b) began to plateau
at smaller window sizes (10–12 × D50A) than the other two ﬁeld DEMs.
However, Field 2 was the patch examined with the coarsest sediment
and the smallest normalised patch size (Table 1), which may impede
effective plateau identiﬁcation.

corresponds to the size of the smallest surface grains identiﬁed in this
study, which also corresponds to a ratio of between 1 and 20 and 1 to
50 when compared with D50A (cf. Table 1). For this reason, small grid
sizes are presented in absolute values (i.e., not normalised by D50A).
Fig. 7a displays stable σz with changes to grid spacing exceeding
1 mm, up to a grid size equal to D50A, for all patches, apart from
Field 2, which displays differences at a grid spacing equally the D50A
value. However, there are evident differences in inclination index (I0)
at the coarser spacing, with grid spacing exceeding 1 mm providing
ﬂuctuating values, generally negative, and therefore unable to detect
surface grain imbrication. This echoes previous observations of I0
(and skewness) being more variable spatially within a patch than
σz (Fig. 4), and thus requires smaller grid spacing for roughness
characterisation.

4.3. Effects of Grid spacing on Roughness Parameterisation

5. Discussion

Fig. 7 presents results of varying DEM grid spacing on two roughness
statistics, σz and I0, which have been chosen to reﬂect the patterns
observed across parameters (Fig. 4). For this analysis, only grid spacing
was varied, whilst parameters were calculated over the complete DEM
size (i.e., patch size).
Fig. 7 shows minimal differences between using a 0.35 mm and a
1 mm grid spacing, which was observed across all patches. 1 mm

5.1. Surface variability and roughness parameters
Previous studies using gravel-bed DEMs for roughness
parameterisation often differ in terms of the DEM size and grid spacing
used for analysis. Common to all studies however, is the assumption
that parameters derived from DEMs are reliable measurements of the
surface. We show that accounting for spatial variability of the surface

Fig. 7. The effect of grid spacing for all datasets on the (a) standard deviation (σz) and (b) inclination index in the ﬂow direction (I0). The selection of the two surface metrics was based on
the consideration that σz and I0 encompass the patterns observed over all parameters. Horizontal lines were added to help visualise the similarities in data points. D50A values are presented
in Table 1.
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is important, as it has implicit connections with analytical requirements
(e.g., the required DEM size and grid spacing).
In this study, spatial variability in roughness parameters is quantiﬁed to provide deeper insights into the fundamentals required for
DEM analysis. Novel results obtained show that spatial variability in
roughness parameters exists across a gravel patch, in addition to spatial
variability in sediment size, as processes shaping alluvial beds naturally
result in surface heterogeneity at all scales (e.g., Graham et al., 2010;
Nelson et al., 2014; Scown et al., 2015). This complements previous
observations of spatial variability in sediment size. Besides, results
show that roughness parameters differ greatly on their degree of spatial
variability within a patch (e.g., the vertical shift between roughness
parameters shown in Fig. 4).
Roughness parameters with the lowest and most consistent variance
over window size increases (e.g., horizontal roughness lengths and σz)
are deemed the parameters adequate to provide robust measures of
roughness over a patch. However, certain roughness parameters display
high variance (e.g., skewness), with ﬂuctuations in this parameter
reﬂecting spatial variability in particle arrangement (Aberle and
Nikora, 2006). Similarly, large ﬂuctuations in inclination index for a
given window size indicate heterogeneous grain imbrication (Fig. 4).
5.2. DEM size
Although differing in their degree of spatial variability, all roughness
parameters examined show a consistent reduction in spatial variability
with window size increases (Fig. 4). Thus, one can use measurements of
spatial variability to identify a suitable DEM size that ensures roughness
parameters independent of the surface heterogeneity (e.g., Scown et al.,
2015, 2016). A similar approach was used by Graham et al. (2010) to
determine a suitable measurement size for maximising the accuracy of
image-based grain size measurements.
Fig. 5 shows a greater control of window size (hence DEM size)
on roughness statistics than the orientation (shape) of the window.
Overall, the orientation of measurements does not have a clear inﬂuence on the roughness statistics, unless the surface is clearly anisotropic.
Therefore, square moving windows should be used for analysis of gravel
bed spatial variability, in order to reduce the effect of anisotropy.
Findings of a reduction in CV with increases in window size (Figs. 4
and 5) are in line with a ﬁeld-based study of roughness length and bed
shear stress in a coarse-bed channel, which found reduced CV with an
increase in sample size (i.e., an increased number of samples collected
over an increased spatial coverage) (Cienciala and Hassan, 2016).
Once a certain DEM size is reached, at which grain-roughness information is measured, CV may reduce again due to the presence of bedforms
or larger scale roughness elements (Fig. 5). This supports the theory of
gravel patches displaying mixed-fractal behaviour with two scales of
roughness, whereby bedform roughness is represented by a fractal
band exceeding the largest grains (Robson et al., 2002; Aberle and
Nikora, 2006; Bergey, 2006; Qin and Ng, 2012; Noss and Lorke, 2016).
Although CV reduces following a plateau, gravel patches display
variance continually due to the lack of uniformity in the nature of a
gravel-bed surface. This lack of uniformity leads to topographic variability both within and between patches analysed in this study, due to
differences in sorting, packing, burial, imbrication, shape and size of
the sediment (Graham et al., 2010).
The plateau in variance observed in the ﬁeld DEMs occurred at larger
sizes, due to poorly sorted sediment (Table 1) and the increased prevalence of small-scale bedforms in the ﬁeld (seen in Fig. 2). Bedforms
can contribute to an increased surface complexity in comparison
to the uniform laboratory DEMs, with variance plateauing at smaller
sizes (Bertin and Friedrich, 2016).
As mentioned previously, plateaus were observed when the median
values become stable and variability remains consistent as window size
increases further (Figs. 5 and 6). These observed plateaus were conﬁrmed statistically, using 95% conﬁdence intervals to assess variability

(also used in work by Cienciala and Hassan (2016) to assess spatial
variability in data relating to sample size) and a paired t-test to assess
for statistical differences between mean values for the data at each
moving-window size. The statistical conﬁrmation used both methods,
as in some parameters the median values plateaued, however variability ﬂuctuated, and observed thresholds considered both of these factors
to be stable for estimation of an appropriate DEM size. Therefore, in
certain roughness parameters, such as skewness and σz in Field 2, a
plateau was not observed, possibly due to a small DEM size compared
to D50A and high spatial variability across the surface.

5.3. Grid spacing
A previous study by Scown et al. (2015), investigating the effect of
DEM size on ﬂoodplain topography did not consider the effect of grid
spacing on the outputs. In contrast, this work ﬁnds grid spacing to
have an effect on roughness statistics (Fig. 7).
The lack of differences between 0.35 mm and 1 mm grid spacing for
all roughness parameters measured in this study (Fig. 7), suggests these
grid spacings are adequately capturing the grain roughness for a range
of sediment size (D50A = [19–47 mm]) (Hodge et al., 2009a; Hodge
et al., 2009b). Throughout the DEM size analysis a grid spacing of
1 mm was used, as this is already degraded from a point spacing of
~0.2 mm in point clouds (Table 1) and provided the best DEM quality
results obtainable, with reasonable efﬁciency. Furthermore, this is the
grid spacing that other researchers have used (Hodge et al., 2009a;
Curran and Waters, 2014; Bertin et al., 2017).
Exceeding the 1 mm grid spacing affects the results, suggesting using
these resolutions do not provide suitable grain-roughness statistics and
even induce errors (Milenković et al., 2015). The differences in values
observed at these grid spacings is due to complex surface topography
being lost, or the spatial variability of the surface being nonidentiﬁable (Bufﬁn-Bélanger et al., 2006; Hodge et al., 2009a). Previous
studies have found that using a coarser grid spacing of 5 mm prevented
the identiﬁcation of the spatial variability of a sediment surface (BufﬁnBélanger et al., 2006). For example, coarser grid spacing may pick up
bedform roughness, reﬂecting the variability between humps and
hollows of bedforms, and warping the grain-scale statistics. These differences at larger grid spacing are particularly evident in inclination
index (Fig. 7b) with values of 0 or negative, which indicates there is
no imbrication of sediment grains. This suggests larger grid spacing
does not identify grain imbrications that are observed for resolutions
below 3 mm.

6. Implications of the research
6.1. Measurement of roughness spatial variability to explain surface
processes
Assessing spatial variability of a gravel-bed surface is of importance
to studies investigating the interactions between sediment and ﬂow,
for instance to explain measured spatial differences in sediment transport (Haschenburger and Wilcock, 2003; Casas et al., 2010). Using
patch-scale DEMs and a moving-window technique, it is shown that
using parameters such as σz and roughness lengths from structure
functions, although providing stable measures of roughness, may be
inappropriate for spatial-variability characterisation. In particular,
Fig. 4 has highlighted the need to holistically represent roughness
using a range of roughness parameters, such as those presented in this
study, to gain an understanding of the surface roughness and its spatial
variability. Contrasting with σz, grain imbrication and bed-elevation
skewness vary greatly within a patch (Fig. 4), which has important
implications when deciding which bed parameters to measure to
explain process heterogeneity, such as sediment transport.
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6.2. Suitable DEM size for grain-roughness characterisation
We suggest that a DEM size exceeding 16 × D50A in both directions
(which is the modal plateau value from all roughness parameters
and DEMs) is required to provide reliable grain-roughness statistics.
This recommendation of DEM size is supported by our previous work
(Bertin et al., 2017, Figs. 2 and 6), whereby the analysis of roughness
spatial variability was extended to 35 DEMs and included DEMs
collected in a laboratory ﬂume by Aberle and Nikora (2006) and the
Waimakariri River (Smart et al., 2004).
At ﬁrst look, the plateaus obtained appear lower than the value of
21 × D50 deemed appropriate for patch size in previous literature
(Ockelford and Haynes, 2013). A possible reason is that sediment
size in our study is based on the armour (i.e., surface) layer, whilst
we believe Ockelford and Haynes (2013) refer to the subsurface (or
bulk mixture) D50 (based on D50 of 4.8 mm). To allow comparison, the
thresholds obtained here need to be converted from only considering
the armour layer, to the subsurface layer too. Assuming an armouring
ratio of 2 (i.e. D50A/D50 = 2), which has been measured for our experimental beds (cf. Table 1) and observed in gravel-bed rivers in the ﬁeld
(Oldmeadow and Church, 2006), the thresholds in this paper would
be between 28 and 36 × D50. Therefore these thresholds are actually
higher than the 21 × D50 suggested by Ockelford and Haynes (2013)
and our results stress the importance of sediment sorting and bedform
prevalence (i.e., spatial organisation) on these thresholds. Further, this
highlights the importance of a required uniformity within research for
data analysis procedures in order to facilitate comparisons between
studies. This statement supports a view in larger-scale studies, which,
in order to delineate different features and scales of roughness across
a ﬂoodplain, have stated that research requires an automated process
to extract quantitative data from data of varying quality (Bertoldi
et al., 2012). Recommendations such as those presented here are a
step towards achieving this.
Similar to this patch-scale work, Scown et al. (2016) found spatial
organisation of a surface and DEM size to inﬂuence measurements
of ﬂoodplain topography and analytical requirements. The fact that
the same ﬁndings have been observed at two vastly different spatial
scales of ﬂuvial surfaces (i.e., from mm to km) is further evidence of a
continuum of roughness scales in the environment. Both studies also
support the idea that analysis of roughness spatial variability is effective
in detecting transitions between scales, which is an avenue of research
that could beneﬁt from further exploration.
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scale of roughness under investigation is a vital pre-analysis decision
required by the researcher, as the surface morphology and structure
can inﬂuence the analysis required for a DEM. The study focused on
grain-roughness characterisation using gravel-patch DEMs.
Firstly, spatial variability in microtopography across a gravel-bed
was adequately quantiﬁed using the moving-window analysis technique. This evident variability suggests that one single roughness
parameter, such as standard deviation, is not sufﬁcient to represent
grain-scale roughness; therefore using a combination of roughness
parameters, as presented in this study, provides a more holistic view
of surface complexity.
Secondly, the size of DEM inﬂuences the calculated roughness statistics, with a plateau in variance observed between 16 and 18 × D50A in
the ﬁeld DEMs, and between 14 and 16 × D50A in the laboratory, suggesting these DEM sizes provide robust measures of surface roughness.
Differences in the effect of DEM size between laboratory and ﬁeld were
found to be due to multiple scales of roughness present on a gravel
surface and differing sediment sorting.
Minimal differences between grid spacing below 1 mm indicate that
the same quality results can be obtained at less computation time, using
the coarser grid spacing. However, it is essential for researchers to
consider the scale of investigation, as using coarser resolutions will
cause a loss of topographic information and inadequately represent
grain roughness, rather focusing on roughness of larger scales, such as
bedform roughness. This was particularly apparent when quantifying
grain imbrication, which failed for grid spacings exceeding 1 mm.
Based on this study, which considered patches of varying sediment
size, surface morphology and from different environments, we suggest
for grain-scale roughness research using a DEM size and therefore
patch size exceeding 16 × D50A in both directions and using a grid spacing of 1 mm or below. As these insights come from a range of environments and sediment, future research using guidance presented in this
paper, will provide adequate roughness parameterisation and also this
will facilitate comparisons between studies.
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